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An MPC submission comes in two parts: header and data. It is submitted to the MPC as 
plain text in the body of an email with very specific formatting. MPC requires at least two 
observations per night on at least two nights.

Header info:
COD 719
CON A. W. Rengstorf
CON [adamwr@pnw.edu]
OBS first initial. last name of observers, comma separated
MEA first initial. last name of measurers, comma separated (same as OBS line)
TEL 0.36-m f/11 reflector + CCD
NET UCAC-4.0
BND V (or R for clear images)
NUM total number of observations reported
ACK tagline for automated emails: use Team # - name of asteroid

Data format:
Columns     Format   Use
1 -  5 A5     Minor planet number
6 - 12 A7 Provisional designation
13 A1     Discovery asterisk
14 A1     Note 1
15 A1     Note 2
16 - 32 see below Date of observation
33 - 44 see below Observed RA (J2000.0)
45 - 56 see below Observed Decl. (J2000.0)
57 - 65 9X     Must be blank
66 - 71 F5.2,A1   Observed magnitude and band
72 - 77 6X      Must be blank
78 - 80 A3     Observatory code

Minor planet number / Provisional designation: We only report one of these. If the 
asteroid has a minor planet number, then columns 6 - 12 will be blank.

For the minor planet number, if it is 6 digits long, the first two digits get packed 
into a number: 10 = A, 11 = B, ..., 34 = Y, 35 = Z, 36 = a, 37 = b, etc.

eg: 159834 = F9834; 385430 = c5430

If the asteroid does not yet have a minor planet number, use the provisional 
designation. For provisional designations, the first two digits of the year get 
packed into a single letter (I = 18, J = 19, K = 20), followed by the 2nd two digits of 
the year. The first letter follows, then the number and finally the 2nd letter. If the 
number is greater than 99, it gets packed as described for the minor planet 
number above.
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eg: 2014 YB35 = K14Y35B; 1985 AF124 = J85AC4F;  
      2003 TF399 = K03Td9F

Discovery asterisk: blank (Our asteroids are not new discoveries.)

Note 1: Codes for publishable notes. (Typically K is the one that gets used the most.)

A  earlier approx position inferior
a  sense of motion ambiguous
B  bright sky/black or dark plate
b  bad seeing
c  crowded star field
D  declination uncertain
d  diffuse image
E  at or near edge of plate
F  faint image
f  involved w/emulsion or plate flaw
G  poor guiding
g  no guiding
H  hand measurement of CCD image
h  observed through cloud/haze
I  involved with star
i  inkdot measured
J  J2000.0 rereduction of previously-
reported position
K  stacked image
k  stare-mode observation by scanning 
system
M  measurement difficult

m  image tracked on object motion
N  near edge of plate, measurement 
uncertain
O  image out of focus
o  plate measured in one direction 
only
P  position uncertain
p  poor image
R  right ascension uncertain
r  poor distribution of reference 
stars
S  poor sky
s  streaked image
T  time uncertain
t  trailed image
U  uncertain image
u  unconfirmed image
V  very faint image
W  weak image
w  weak solution

Note 2: This column is used to indicate how the observation was made. (We’ll always 
be reporting C for Note 2.)

P   Photographic (default if column is blank)
e   Encoder
C   CCD
T   Meridian or transit circle
M   Micrometer
V/v  "Roving Observer" observation
R/r  Radar observation
S/s  Satellite observation
c   Corrected-without-republication CCD observation
E   Occultation-derived observations
O   Offset observations (used only for observations of natural satellites)
H   Hipparcos geocentric observations
N   Normal place
n   Mini-normal place derived from averaging observations from video frames

Date of observation: Columns 16-32 contain the date and UTC time of the mid-point 
of observation. If the observation refers to one end of a trailed image, then the time of 

http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/rovingobs.html
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/radarobs.html
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/satelliteobs.html
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observation will be either the start time of the exposure or the finish time of the 
exposure. The format is "YYYY MM DD.dddddd", with the decimal day of observation 
normally being given to a precision of 0.00001 days. Where such precision is justified, 
there is the option of recording times to 0.000001 days.

Observed RA (J2000.0): Columns 33-44 contain the observed J2000.0 right ascension. 
The format is "HH MM SS.ddd", with the seconds of R.A. normally being given to a 
precision of 0.01s. There is the option of recording the right ascension to 0.001s, where 
such precision is justified.

Observed dec (J2000.0): Columns 45-56 contain the observed J2000.0 declination. 
The format is "sDD MM SS.dd" (with "s" being the sign), with the seconds of Decl. 
normally being given to a precision of 0.1". There is the option of recording the 
declination to 0".01, where such precision is justified.

Observed magnitude and band: The observed magnitude (normally to a precision of 
0.1 mag.) and the band in which the measurement was made. The observed magnitude 
can be given to 0.01 mag., where such precision is justified. The current list of 
acceptable magnitude bands is: B (default if band is not indicated), V, R, I, J, W, U, g, r, 
i, w, y and z. Non-recognized magnitude bands will cause observations to be rejected. 

Observatory code:  Observatory codes are stored in columns 78-80. Etscorn 
observatory is observatory code 719

SAMPLE:
This is an MPC submission prepared from observations of 1999 JD6 during SSP 2015.

COD 719
CON A. W. Rengstorf
CON [adamwr@pnw.edu]
OBS H. Cai, S. Pabla, J. Romagnoli
MEA H. Cai, S. Pabla, J. Romagnoli
TEL 0.36-m f/11 reflector + CCD
NET UCAC-3.0
BND V
NUM 6
ACK Team 5 - 1999 JD6

85989         C2015 07 10.26890 21 27 59.60  21 44 05.5          15.2 V      719
85989         C2015 07 10.28239 21 27 59.30  21 44 58.3          15.3 V      719
85989         C2015 07 16.31319 21 25 02.47  31 39 30.2          14.6 V      719
85989         C2015 07 16.31866 21 25 01.98  31 40 19.6          14.6 V      719     
85989         C2015 07 21.24630 21 11 42.32  53 05 14.4          14.3 V      719
85989         C2015 07 21.24943 21 11 40.84  53 06 36.4          14.3 V      719


